QUARTERLY EXAMINATIONS
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Term 1 - Text Book

Class - 2 : : Fundamentals of Eng.Grammar
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(5 x 1 = 5)

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cuƫng or torn.

I. Identify the nouns in the following sentences.
1) Chennai is a big city.

_____________

2) Solomon was a wise king.

_____________

3) The child is playing with a doll.

_____________

4) Cows give us milk.

_____________

5) Birds fly in the air.

_____________
(5 x 1 = 5)

II. Choose the correct word from the list given below and write them in
the space.
tailor, milkman, postman, shopkeeper, barber
1) A person who brings us milk.

____________________

2) A person who brings letters to us.

____________________

3) A person who cuts our hair.

____________________

4) A person who sells things to us.

____________________

5) A person who makes clothes for us.

____________________
(5 x 2 = 10)

III. Write the following sentences using capital letters at the right places.
1) i am a student of st.martin’s high school.
Ans. ________________________________________________________
2) ashoka was one of the greatest indian kings.
Ans. ________________________________________________________
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3) bangalore is famous as the city of gardens.
Ans. ________________________________________________________
4) the ganges is a holy river.
Ans. ________________________________________________________
5) have you seen the viswanath temple at banaras ?
Ans. ________________________________________________________
(5 x 1 = 5)

IV. Fill in the blanks with suitable pronouns.
1) Boys, where are ___________ all going ?
2) Don’t tell ____________ lies.
3) Birds build __________________ nests in trees.
4) The horse fell down and broke ________________ leg.
5) Rama, _____________ are a lazy boy.

(5 x 1 = 5)

V.

Fill in the blanks in the sentences with the correct verbs in the list.
are ploughing, cries, jumps, is writing, carries

1) The child _____________ for milk.
2) The boy _____________ with a pen.
3) The donkey _______________ heavy loads.
4) The oxen ________________ the field.
5) The monkey _______________ from the tree.
(5 x 1 = 5)

VI. Identify adverbs in the following sentences.
1) I have heard this before.

_______________

2) He has told me twice.

_______________
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3) We put him down slowly.

_______________

4) The Sikhs fight bravely.

_______________

5) Luckily, he escaped.

_______________

(5 x 1 = 5)

VII.

Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives from the list given below.
first, poor, narrow, last, few

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cuƫng or torn.

1) Sunday is the ______________ day of the week.
2) He is a man of __________________ words.
3) December is the ____________ month of the year.
4) This is a very ______________ matter.
5) She is a ____________ woman, so she lives in a hut.
(5 x 1 = 5)

VIII.Identify the preposition in the following sentences.
1) They live under the same roof.

________________

2) I shall do it with pleasure.

________________

3) They left for Mumbai.

________________

4) It is ten o’ clock by my watch.

________________

5) The dog ran across the road.

________________
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(5 x 1 = 5)

IX. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions.
1) He is honest _____________ he is poor.
2) He is rich _____________ he is not happy.
3) Two ________________ two make four.
4) He was tired _____________ he sat down.
5) Please wait ______________ I return.
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